Abstract Natural proteins are concatenated amino acids with definite handedness or chirality, with their spatial orientation being preferentially left handed or L-chiral. This paper discusses the biophysics of stereo-chemical perturbation to proteins using D-(a) amino acid and its utility as an additional design alphabet while scripting novel protein structures.
Introduction
The molecular systems chosen by Nature for the expression of biologically encoded information have been in focus of intense scientific scrutiny for deciphering their operational logic. The chemical information encoded in a sequential arrangement of amino acids in protein structures is transduced into executable form during the process of folding (Anfinsen 1973; Anfinsen and Scheraga 1975) . The deciphering of the rules and of the underlying physics has been an enterprise of tremendous scientific value (Chou and Fasman 1974; Cooper et al. 2010; Rohl et al. 2004 ). It is not only motivated by the need for accurate prediction algorithms for 3-dimensional shapes of protein from gene sequences, but also for possible excursions with Nature's design algorithm beyond the constraints of L-(a) amino acid as preferred natural alphabets.
The interactions within protein backbone (main-chain) are integral to the sequential encoding of conformations in proteins. It has been clear from the time of Pauling's pioneering studies that the main-chain structure in polypeptides is having a defining role in the nature of protein secondary structure (Pauling and Corey 1950; Pauling et al. 1951) . The constraints of planarity and polarity of peptide bonds, and hydrogen bonds between them are responsible for a-helix and b-sheet motifs. Similarly, local sterics, by limiting accessible conformational space, was shown by Ramachandran and Sasisekharan to also favor a-helix and b-sheet regions as the minima on residue level /, w maps (Ramachandran et al. 1963; Ramachandran and Sasisekharan 1968) . Thus the general principles responsible for secondary structure are well laid out, but the energetic trade off involved in sequence dependent selection of conformation either lacks a consensus about its real physical nature or has not been de-convoluted to all its contributing elements. According to one hypothesis, backbone (main-chain) conformational states are sensitive to the differential changes in side-chain entropy upon folding (Creamer and Rose 1992; Leach et al. 1966) . Another hypothesis attributes the bias in backbone conformation to the localized interactions between main-chain and sidechain elements (Presta and Rose 1988; Richardson and Richardson 1988 ). Yet another line of enquiry imputes the electrostatics of main-chain response to solvent and sidechain structure, as the basis for fold selection (Avbelj and Baldwin 2002; Avbelj and Moult 1995) . Clearly the mainchain roles are critical, but are made inscrutable by the immutability of backbone structure in proteins, because chirality of amino acids in protein structure is always predominantly L-configurational. The origin of this apparent natural stereochemical filtration in protein biogenesis remains unclear; however, its consequences on protein structure and folding can be investigated. The folding of protein to its native state (operative form) is a cumulative effect of mutually cooperative inter-atomic interactions. Unfolding or misfolding is assumably a result of the absence of this cooperativity or its disruption. Stereochemistry may be a relevant perturbant of polypeptide structure to achieve such an objective. This review focuses on the possible impact of stereo-chemical mutation on the folding determinants of a polypeptide molecule and explore possible ways to design novel architectures by tune up of constituent energies using D-(a) amino acids.
Chirality defining chain stiffness of a polypeptide
Chain stiffness is a term used to describe the degree of angular correlation between neighbouring bonds. In general, the effects of bond correlations can be described by \r
2 ; where C N is called characteristic ratio (Flory 1969) . Characteristic ratio of a random flight chain is 1. Chains having restricted angular diversity will have higher values of C N . The value of C N in polypeptide chains is in the range of 9.0-9.5, and for poly Gly it is as low as 2.0. The relatively high value of C N in polypeptide chains shows that it is more towards 'rod' like than 'random flight' like. The reason can be directly inferred from the angular diversity of polypeptide chain. The overall conformation in a polypeptide chain is determined by two dihedral angles associated with main-chain, / and w obtained by rotations along N-Ca and Ca-C bond in a polypeptide chain. The dihedral angles distribution of polypeptide chain can be described with the help of Ramachandran map. Due to excluded volume effect the accessible conformational space available for a normal polypeptide chain in either L-or D-configuration of a-amino acid is a maximum of 21% of the total conformational space available (Fig. 1) .
Therefore the angular distribution along a polypeptide chain is very much restricted, resulting in high amount of stiffness or rod like behaviour. Achiral a-amino acid glycine can sample around 57% of the total Ramachandran map, and the result is directly evident in its characteristic ratio value (2.0). The situation is even worst in structures like collagen with a sequence of (Gly-Pro-Pro) n , where the conformational space accessible for Pro residue is severely restricted around -60, ?140 due to pyrrolidine ring as side-chain of Pro. Consequently collagen triple helix is very much rod like. Therefore it is clear that C N depends indirectly on the R group of amino acid, and it would be of interest to know, how the stereo-isomeric R group influences the chain stiffness and overall fold of a protein chain. A pioneering analysis along this line is a work done by P. J. Flory (1969) , where he calculated the limiting values of the characteristic ratio for random copolymers of L-Ala, Gly, and L-and D-Ala. The ratio measures the average physical dimension of a polymer as compared to the value calculated statistically assuming free rotation about all its backbone (main-chain) bonds (Flory 1969) . The characteristic ratio is about 2 for typical polymers, as a consequence of steric effects that constrain the bond rotations compared with the hypothetical free-rotation abstraction. The characteristic ratio was found to be a ''puzzling'' value of *9 for poly-glutamate and poly-lysine in water, for which Brant and Flory (1965a, b) proposed ''dipolar repulsion'' between amide as an explanation, leading to preference for locally ''extended'' rather than locally ''folded'' conformers in the polypeptide backbone.
The ''chain stiffness'' has also been measured in ''denatured'' proteins (Kohn et al. 2004; Tanford 1968) . The values are large but not nearly as large as measurements of Brant and Flory (1965a, b) for ''unfolded'' polypeptides. It has been proposed that the difference could be an effect of Glycyl residues in proteins, which were shown by Miller et al. (1967) to indeed diminish the characteristic ratio in a glycyl-glutamyl copolymer. Flory made a calculation of the characteristic ratios in random L-Ala, D-Ala copolymers or different mole ratios and found a reduction in the characteristic ratio to a minimum value of 2 for a 50% mole ratio of the enantiomers, while the 'poly L' isomer of both L-and D-chiral alanine were with characteristic ratio of *9. While a twist was recently added, that the values need not necessarily imply random coil statistics (Fitzkee and Rose 2004) , nearly four and a half scale reduction in the characteristic ratio was also confirmed in a copolymer DGlutamyl and L-Glutamyl (Miller et al. 1967) . The significant reduction of ''stiffness'' in random L, D and alternating L, D polypeptides could be an apparent consequence of the ''harmonious'' nature of short and intermediate range electrostatics (Kumar et al. 2009; Ramakrishnan et al. 2006; Ranbhor et al. 2006) , both favouring locally folded states of the polymer. This observation offers a new possibility to the designer; creating more stable secondary structures that can resist conformational perturbation.
Chirality defining secondary structure of a polypeptide
Fundamentally, proteins are linear polymers of planar N-methylacetamide (NMA) units carrying amino acid sidechain R groups as substituent on tetrahedral a-carbons. When R group is other than H, it is a stereocenter that can exist in L-or D-configurational forms. Polymer chains with all stereocenters of exclusively L-(S) or D-(R) configurational type are called as 'isotactic' or 'homotactic' or 'homochiral' polymers (Billmeyer 1984) . If the stereocentres are of combined L-and D-stereochemical nature the polymer structure may be of either stereoregular or stereoirregular in nature. If the stereocentres in a stereoregular polymer are of alternately enantiomeric nature, the polymer is called as 'syndiotactic', and if the stereocentres are randomly distributed, it is called 'heterotactic' or 'atactic' (Fig. 2a-c) . Made of asymmetric amino acids of always L-chiral stereochemical structure, proteins are stereoregular 'isotactic' polymers of 'homochiral' structure.
The homochiral nature of backbone structure is fundamental to folding because local rotameric preferences of amide planes are stereochemically controlled. The bias in /, w is dependent on residue configuration while at motif level, it is dependent on nature of chain tacticity (Ramachandran and Sasisekharan 1968). The pivotal role that stereochemistry plays in biasing both residue and motif level conformations in polypeptides was anticipated by, respectively, Ramachandran and Pauling based on modelling considerations. The seminal conclusions reached by these pioneers are strongly affirmed in the database of solved protein structures (Pauling and Corey 1950; Ramachandran et al. 1963) . A fundamentally important mode of inter-segmental association in Pauling's description of a-helix and b-sheet motifs, is that of hydrogen bonding. a-helix and b-sheets take the major share of protein secondary structure found in nature (Pauling and Corey 1950) . Other secondary structure patterns are much less in abundance. An unusual one, and of stereospecific nature, occurs in alternating L, D polypeptides, of alternating L-and D-chiral stereochemical structure, with gramicidin-b-helix as a major stereochemically feasible secondary structure (Szabo and Urry 1979; Urry 1971; Wallace 1998 Wallace , 2000 .
The most ubiquitous definition of secondary structure is in the topological patterns of inter-peptide hydrogen bonds, i.e., the sequential separation between the acceptor (n) and donor (n ± i) residues (n to n ± i or succinctly n ± i) of a hydrogen bond (Fig. 2d) . The hydrogen bond topologies are stereospecific (Eisenberg 2003) . The topologies are predominantly n ? i type in polypeptides of isotactic stereochemistry, but may be both n ? i and n-i type in syndiotactic or heterotactic polypeptides. The short ranged n ? 2 type hydrogen bonds characterize the b turns, which may be of L-or D-stereochemical type. The n ? 3 type hydrogen bonds characterize the b turns, which may be either homochiral or heterochiral depending on the stereochemistry of its central two residues (Rose et al. 1985) . Trains of consecutive n ? 3 (3 10 helix), n ? 4 (a helix) or n ? 5 ((helix) type hydrogen bonds are possible when all residues in a chain segment are of same stereochemical type and in a R (right handed helix) or a L (left handed helix) regions of Ramachandran diagram corresponds to A L and A D regions of /, w space as noted in Fig. 3 (Donohue 1953 ).
The n ? 5 type isotactic helix is the postulated (p-helix that has actually only recently been observed experimentally (Weaver 2000) . The syndiotactic helix corresponds to B L /B D regions of /, w space (Fig. 3) , the region of extended conformation for poly L-chains. Unlike poly L-chiral helices, the / L , w L and / D , w D values differ slightly for a syndiotactic helix, and the difference determines the screw sense of the helix. The helix is with a registry of alternating n ? 7 and n -5 type hydrogen bonds (Fig. 2d) and occurs in Gramicidin A, a microbial polypeptide of syndiotactic stereochemistry (Szabo and Urry 1979; Urry 1971; Wallace 1998 Wallace , 2000 . Extended conformation of isotactic stereochemistry, in mutually hydrogen-bonded parallel or antiparallel arrangement, characterize the b sheet motifs of proteins, in which the hydrogen bond topologies are on average [n ? 6. The extended conformation of syndiotactic stereochemistry occurs in A L /A D regions of /, w space, which is otherwise the region of isotactic helix.
Chirality defining energetic trade-off of secondary structure
To understand the energetic influences in defining stereochemically engineered fold, we did systematic grid search to discover low energy conformations for the model system as isotactic and syndiotactic octa-alanine polypeptides (Ac-Ala 8 -NHMe) in folded state. Break up of their total energy has also been computed to determine the roots of elective influences in conformational selection. Grid Search Method is a simple method to explore conformational space by systematic changes in conformation (Leach 2001) . In this method, initially all rotatable bonds that can effect conformational change are identified. Each bond is then systematically rotated through 360 o with fixed increments. Each junction point in the grid corresponds to one single structure corresponding to that point in the conformational space. Bond lengths and bond angles may be kept fixed in order to minimize the computational load. The search stops when all possible combinations of torsion angles have been generated. Potential energy of conformational variants corresponding to each junction points was calculated with the help of GROMOS forcefield (van Gunsteren et al. 1996) . Unlike isotactic folds, the structures with syndiotactic stereochemistry are with torsional angles of alternate signs due to successive sampling in L-and D-chiral regions of Ramachandran map.
Exhaustive search of the conformational space in both isotactic and syndiotactic polypeptide structures was undertaken with Grid search method. The octa-alanine model Ac-Ala 8 -NHMe of both isotactic and syndiotactic stereochemical structure was modelled in specific /, w combinations, and the potential energy was calculated for each conformer. The energy calculations were done with GROMOS forcefield (van Gunsteren et al. 1996) , while the polypeptide modelling was performed with public domain Ribosome program (Srinivasan) . Systematic variations in /, w was undertaken at 10 o intervals through 360 o . A total of 1,369 grid points were analysed in the 360°9 360°/, w space. The energy landscape thus generated was compared with that of the alanine-dipeptide model Ac-Ala-NHMe.
For isotactic structures, the low energy basins are principally located in three regions, the right handed a helix region, extended b region and polyproline II region; and this was expected. (Table 1 and Fig. 1 ). Unlike isotactic structures, syndiotactic structures can never attain folded conformation by propagating with one single dihedral angle pairs. The folding chain will run over itself resulting in very high values of repulsive LJ energy. Hence, syndiotactic folds in nature like gramicidin helices are found to be staggered in / L , w L and / D , b D values to avoid these steric clashes.
Folded structures in syndiotactic stereochemistry are sampled in the region between -70--180 (/) and Table 1 . The minimum energy conformations of syndiotactic helices are found to be comparatively more stable than a-helix. The helical folds in syndiotactic isomer of the octa-alanine model can be of four different stereochemical types, right handed -SRSR-, left handed -RSRS-, right handed -RSRS-and left handed -SRSR-. The four isomers comprise of two enantiomeric pairs of mutual diastereomeric nature (Fig. 4) . Notably, the most stable one of the four matches is the right handed SRSR-stereochemical b-helix identical of gramicidin A structure.
The results of this investigation establish that the stereochemically governed tacticity of polypeptides not only defines the morphological nature of chain motifs, but also its potential energy on account of steric and electrostatic interaction. The isotactic motifs with the residues of b conformational type tend to propagate linearly while those with the residues of a conformational type tend to propagate helically. Practically every mode of chain propagation is therefore sterically accessible in polypeptides of isotactic stereochemistry, in accordance with Flory's isolated pair hypothesis (Flory 1969) . In syndiotactic chains, most of b conformational region is sterically excluded due to steric clashes. The clashes are relievable by staggering the w L and w D values, resulting in helical mode of chain propagation. The steric accessibilities of chain propagation modes are thus stereochemically determined. Accordingly, the entropic costs in both chain propagation and folding could also be stereochemically determined. Prima facie, such costs could be much higher in isotactic helices, than in syndiotactic helices, because practically every /, w combination and therefore practically every mode of chain propagation is sterically accessible. The definition of different secondary structures used for calculation: 1) 2 fold ribbon (/ * -75, w * 70); a-helix (/ * -57, w * -47); 3 10 helix (1) (/ * -60, w * -30); 3 10 helix (2) (/ * -74, w * -4); (-helix (/ * -57, w * -70); Isotactic extended (/ * -120, w * 120); Stereochemistry also defines the mutual orientations of amide-dipoles, and therefore the nature of electrostatic interactions.
In isotactic chains, adjacent dipoles are in electrostatically favorable antiparallel arrangement in extended conformation (Fig. 5 ) but in electrostatically unfavorable parallel arrangement in helical conformation. Exactly the opposite is true in syndiotactic chains Ranbhor et al. 2006) . In this case the mutual arrangement of adjacent dipoles is electrostatically unfavorable in extended conformation but electrostatically favorable in helical conformation (Fig. 5) . While designing novel protein molecules with both L and D amino acids, this observation is crucial. The effect may contribute to the relative energies of different chain motifs, and could be deterministic in folding kinetics.
The three dimensional structure adopted by a polypeptide is dependant on its environment, the temperature, the pressure, and the solvent or molecular surroundings. Under any given set of conditions the structure of a polypeptide will not be unique, but instead there will be an equilibrium distribution between different structures. If a particular conformation predominates under a given set of conditions the polypeptide is commonly referred to as being ''folded'' (Daura et al. 2001 (Daura et al. , 1999 . Often, the folded conformation of a polypeptide is only marginally more stable than the lowest free energy ''unfolded'' conformation. Hence the macroscopic observables of small polypeptides are weighted with both the folded and unfolded states. Durani and coworkers examined the effects of dielectric and stereochemical perturbation by simulating an equilibrium ensemble of the octa-alanine model Ac-Ala 8 -NHMe, by Molecular Dynamics techniques Ranbhor et al. 2006) . There was appreciable ordering in thermodynamic ensemble of alternating L,D variant also with its major contributing microstates displaying b-helical conformation. The poly L-chiral model was found to be highly solvent sensitive, almost fully folded in water and fully unfolded in methanol, while the alternating L, D-chiral model is conformationally non-responsive to its dielectric stimulus, fully folded in both solvents. The observation was attributed to the conflicting nature of short-and intermediate range electrostatics, promoted by homochiral nature of polypeptide stereochemical structure, which enables the protein molecule to act as a chemosensory apparatus responsive to external stimuli (Kumar et al. 2009; Ramakrishnan et al. 2006; Ranbhor et al. 2006) . Relative insensitivity to stimulus may not be ideal for a designed protein (peptide) molecule, because protein molecules are required to be sensitive to external stimulus. But for artificial biomaterials, this extra stability may be helpful in withholding structural integrity while subjected to fluctuations in temperature and pressure conditions to a certain extent.
De novo design of hetero-chiral proteins
Programmed heteropolymer folding is a potentially powerful approach for molecular design, and in protein folding there are useful tips for practical advancement of such an objective. Much has been learnt about protein folding (Baldwin 2007; Rose et al. 2006 ) and much accomplished in its implementation in de novo design (Allen and Mayo 2010; Baker 2010; Korendovych et al. 2010 ). The time is therefore ripe to explore excursions with Nature's design algorithm beyond the realm of biological alphabets. Although seemingly limitless in functional versatility, natural proteins display molecular architectural plans that are highly conservative. The residue level choices limited to a and b, while the choice of structural scaffolds is restricted to a-helix and b-strand motifs. With such a limited range of building blocks, protein tertiary structure is restricted to only %10 3 topologically possibilities (Chothia 1992; Zhang and DeLisi 1998) . The feature of the biological alphabet with fundamental bearing on these numbers is its stereochemical composition. With nineteen residues of L-chiral structure, proteins are polymers of stereochemically frozen structure. It is of interest to examine monomer stereochemistry as an additional, more fundamental, sequence variable for de novo design.
There are adequate literature precedents that testify the value of sequence stereochemistry as a tool for polypeptide conformational design. The type II and II' b-turns, among the most common b-turns of protein structure (Sibanda et al. 1989; Sibanda and Thornton 1985) , are formally of heterochiral nature because their central two residues are in a conformation that is stereochemically favored in a locally Fig. 5 Orientation of main-chain peptide dipoles in the extended (b-region) and folded (a-region) structures of isotactic and syndiotactic stereochemistry. Direction of peptide dipoles can be inferred from the orientation of oxygen (red) and polar hydrogen (white). Inter-peptide hydrogen bonding and coulomb interactions is in harmony or conflict dependent upon stereochemistry of polypeptide enantiomeric LD or DL chiral dipeptide sequence. While in proteins the position corresponding to the D-chiral residue is typically occupied by the achiral Gly, the type II and II' b-turns are among the few protein conformational motifs that can be made sequentially more resolute by the simple stereochemical logic of actually recruiting an LD or DL chiral dipeptide as the design aid. There has been wide spread use of this simple design strategy as a method for rational design of b-hairpin folds (Dhanasekaran et al. 1999; Mohanraja et al. 2003) . Imperiali and coworkers used this device beneficially for rational design of a small and synthetic protein called BBA (Struthers et al. 1996) (Fig. 6) . Milner-White and coworkers reported the occurrence in proteins of small polypeptides stretches of alternately enantiomeric conformation, describing so called ''anion-nests'' and ''cation-grips'', due to the characteristic semicircular disposition of hydrogen bond donor or acceptor groups from either the main-chain alone or both main-chain and side-chains, that participate in recognition and binding of cationic or anionic hosts (Watson and Milner-White 2002b, a) . Exploiting monomer chirality for conformational design, Bobde et al. 1993) ; (Fabiola et al. 1997 ) have reported two different heterochiral helix nucleating signatures while Mohanraja et al. (2003) reported an attempt to recruit these folding signatures for mechanism based design of a minimal helix-bundle protein. Even contrary to our presumption about exclusive natural selection of L-configurational a-amino acids as the building blocks of protein, there has been report that D-(a)-amino acids are also important content of many naturally occurring proteins in plants (Robinson 1976) , microbes (Brueckner et al. 1993) , peptidoglycans in bacterial cell walls (Martinez del Pozo et al. 1989; Billot-Klein et al. 1997 ) and peptide antibiotics (Jack and Jung 1998) .
Gramicidin-A, an antimicrobial peptide of fungal origin is a 14-mer alternating L,D chiral peptide of syndiotactic stereochemistry (Fig. 6 ). It adopts a range of unusual conformational folds of b-helical and double b-helical nature of both parallel and antiparallel variety, which contribute in its function as a membrane active peptide with ion channeling activity, with the main-chain amides performing the dual role of both conformation specification and ion conductance (Urry 1971; Wallace 1998 Wallace , 2000 . In close correspondence with this example, Ghadiri and coworkers developed a series of alternating L, D chiral cyclic peptides as self assembling nanotubes cum channels due to their b-sheet type intermolecular hydrogen bonding (Ghadiri et al. 1994) .
Compared with these examples of small heterochiral motifs or rationally designed heterochiral peptides, a heterotactic protein of stereochemically defined architectural plan supported by an appropriate chemical sequence and structure, may be a far more ambitious research objective. For an isotactic protein there are only two stereoisomers possible, poly-L and poly-D. With residue stereochemistry as a sequence variable, there are 2 100 stereoisomers, and therefore 2 100 /2 enantiomeric pairs possible for a 100 residue heterotactic protein. Although an astronomical number, this is much smaller than 20 100 , being the size of chemical sequence space corresponding to a 100 residue protein. Due to the lifting of residue level degeneracy of conformational choices, a huge multiplication of conformational possibilities can be expected for a ''heterotactic'' protein. The morphological range and the architectural plans for heterotactic proteins remain to be defined, but the conceptual foundations for diversification and downsizing structure seem clear. Ghadiris nanotube's and gramicidin-A perhaps best exemplify the prospect (Ghadiri et al. 1994; Urry 1971; Wallace 2000) . Likewise several reported hairpin peptides and mini-proteins directed or stabilized by one or more D chiral residues are examples of downsizing achieved by de novo design (Dhanasekaran et al. 1999; Durani 2008; Struthers et al. 1996) . Possibly the first known heterochiral fold of complex sequence chirality was a hexapeptide reported by Fabiola et al. (1997) . There have been more recent examples of b-hairpin peptides that were stereochemically modified into bracelet (Rana et al. 2004) or boat (Rana et al. 2005 ) type architectural morphologies and cup-shaped molecules, designing the canoe as an alkali receptor (Rana et al. 2007a ), pi-cup as an acetyl choline receptor (Rana et al. 2007b ) and abb fold as hydrolase catalyst (Patel et al. 2010) (Fig. 6) . Developing computational (Joshi et al. 2006; Nanda and DeGrado 2006; Ramakrishnan et al. 2005 ) and experimental methodologies (Marahiel and Essen 2009; Golovine et al. 2004; Marahiel 2009 ) for de novo protein design with stereochemistry as the sequence level variable would hence be a profitable and much needed line of enquiry.
Conclusion
The disproportionate or rather complete excess of L-(a)-amino acids in naturally occurring proteins is argued to be preordained and eventually turned out to be one of the most powerful argument of creationists who believe that species on earth are not formed by evolution but by 'intelligent design'. How, why and when the complete separation of stereo-isomers in living tissue remains an enigma and naturally this intellectual thunderbolt figured in the top 125 unanswered questions identified by science magazine in its 125th anniversary edition. In this context, it would be of interest to think of proteins beyond their homo-chiral structure, to stereo chemically diversified and customized hetero-chiral folds. Introduction of chirality as an additional sequence variable could greatly diversify the conformational template in polypeptides for de novo design of proteins. Energetically, it offers an opportunity to design artificial protein molecules optimised with all constituent energetic factors complimenting each other. This vast and potentially unexplored terrain in the protein universe is likely to be the face and future of synthetic biology in the years to come.
